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Keeping your business’s facilities running smoothly and efficiently is vital for effective business operations. However, it can feel like 
a never-ending and often thankless task. The traditional method of having technicians continually monitoring equipment and 
facilities for faults is costly and time-consuming approach. Even the most dedicated team of technicians cannot feasibly be on top 
of the condition of every piece of equipment on site. What happens, for instance, when a technician is working on checking one 
set of equipment, while another requires immediate maintenance, or when a technician leaves the organisation suddenly leaving 
equipment unmonitored? To put it simply, relying solely on teams of technicians for your business’s facility management is an 
outdated method, but thankfully, new solutions are available.

Computer-Aided Facility Management (CAFM) is the term given to the use of information technology to support facility management. 
Central to this is the supply of information regarding the facilities. In other words, cutting-edge technology such as computers, 
software, and sensors is used to monitor equipment across your facilities, providing you with a real-time picture of the overall 
health of your facilities and its energy consumption. Unlike human technicians, CAFM systems and software can in theory be 
everywhere at once, thereby saving time and boosting the efficiency of your maintenance service.

Another real advantage of CAFM is its ability to turn data into key analytics and dashboards that enable improved decision-making 
which ultimately helps to optimise overall facility operations and spend. Practically, CAFM monitors and reports on the completion 
of scheduled preventative maintenance activities, tracks the mean-time between failure of critical assets, and provides asset 
lifecycle management information. This all means greater visibility of your facility’s performance, improved risk management and 
better forward-looking budgeting for critical asset refurbishment or replacement over a three-to-five-year period.

In the words of Nicolas Malgouyres, Engineering Solutions Director at PCS Thailand, “PCS offers a fully automated CAFM service 
including asset lifecycle management, and operations and maintenance tracking. By utilising industry-leading technology, it is 
possible to provide a truly 360-degree view of a building and its asset performance, which in turn helps to promote predictive and 
preventative maintenance, boost the productivity of maintenance teams, and optimise costs”. With PCS’s specially designed 
systems, software, and IoT sensors overseeing their facilities and assets, businesses run smoothly and efficiently. 

Get in touch with us today, to increase your business’s efficiency.
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